Crossed out items are not necessary for returns or waste shipments.

**PACKAGE WEIGHTS:**

- **GROSS WTS.** 13.52 KG (29.8 LB)
- **NET WTS.** 10.61 KG (23.4 LB)
- **NET EXPLOSIVE WTS.** 1.6950 KG

**PACKAGE ASSEMBLING METHODOLOGY:**

Box bottom flaps are sealed with four metal staples, two (2) staple on each side of center.

One (1) corrugated flat pad was placed on the bottom of box;

Two (2) pre assembled corrugated trays are prepared for assembling into each box;

Charges are placed vertically inside each die-cut openings of the inserts with the liners facing up.

One (1) corrugated flat pad is placed on the top of the charges;

Assembled trays with top pads are placed inside the static shield bags;

Sealed bags are stacked on top of each other with liners facing each other. *

Bags are placed in box and at least one (1) warning pad is placed on top of barrier bags.**

Box top flaps are sealed with four metal staples, two on each side of center.

* If less than full boxes are being prepared for shipment, all non opposed charges must be facing down.

** Add more pads as necessary to insure no movement of trays in the boxes.